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WEEK 37            WHAT SEX IN MARRIAGE IS NOT
 
 Good sex is no guarantor of compatibility for 
no proof of commitment or fidelity for those who are married.  Too many times the sex act is 
misinterpreted or allowed an undeserved prominence in both dating and marriage.
 The irony of sex is that because it is such a powerful physical and emotional 
expression it is often employed or interpreted, either consciously or unconsciously, to be the 
substance of the interpersonal relationship between a man and a woman.  When sexual 
intercourse is intended to reaffirm genuine feelings related to safety, truthfulness, 
desirability, vulnerability, being loved, being valued, compatibility, and commitment, t
this intimate expression can be a powerful reinforcement of the covenant of marriage.  Where 
this is not the case, the act of sexual intercourse can be little more than a 
performed to control, for self-pleasuring
 Sex can be fickle.  Sex can be inconsistent.  Sex can be great.  Sex can be difficult.  Sex 
is just one aspect of the joys and challenges shared by a married couple.  Sex is an important 
part of marriage, but it must be assigned its proper place as 
  
Scripture Reading: 1 Corinthians 7:3

The husband should fulfill his marital duty to his wife, and likewise the wife to her husband. The wife's 
body does not belong to her alone but also to her husband. In the same way, the husba
not belong to him alone but also to his wife. Do not deprive each other except by mutual consent …   
NIV   
 
Some Things to Do This Week

Day 2: Reflect on the message and scripture reading; journal if you like
Day 3: Pray for or meditate on w
Day 4: Discuss the message and scripture with your spouse
Day 5: Plan how you can best respond to the message
Day 6: Rest; don’t think about the message or the scripture; listen in the stillness
Day 7: Recommit yourself to your marri
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WHAT SEX IN MARRIAGE IS NOT-PART 3 OF 3 

Good sex is no guarantor of compatibility for a couple who are unmarried, and it is 
no proof of commitment or fidelity for those who are married.  Too many times the sex act is 
misinterpreted or allowed an undeserved prominence in both dating and marriage.

The irony of sex is that because it is such a powerful physical and emotional 
expression it is often employed or interpreted, either consciously or unconsciously, to be the 

interpersonal relationship between a man and a woman.  When sexual 
intercourse is intended to reaffirm genuine feelings related to safety, truthfulness, 
desirability, vulnerability, being loved, being valued, compatibility, and commitment, t
this intimate expression can be a powerful reinforcement of the covenant of marriage.  Where 
this is not the case, the act of sexual intercourse can be little more than a loyalty 

pleasuring, or for exploitation. 
Sex can be fickle.  Sex can be inconsistent.  Sex can be great.  Sex can be difficult.  Sex 

is just one aspect of the joys and challenges shared by a married couple.  Sex is an important 
part of marriage, but it must be assigned its proper place as circumstances dictate

Scripture Reading: 1 Corinthians 7:3-5  

The husband should fulfill his marital duty to his wife, and likewise the wife to her husband. The wife's 
body does not belong to her alone but also to her husband. In the same way, the husba
not belong to him alone but also to his wife. Do not deprive each other except by mutual consent …   

Some Things to Do This Week 

Day 2: Reflect on the message and scripture reading; journal if you like 
Day 3: Pray for or meditate on what you think you need 
Day 4: Discuss the message and scripture with your spouse 
Day 5: Plan how you can best respond to the message 
Day 6: Rest; don’t think about the message or the scripture; listen in the stillness
Day 7: Recommit yourself to your marriage 

This page is designed to be printed and placed in a three-ring binder so that you will have the 
two week series for future reference, personal study, and to share with others.

 

are unmarried, and it is 
no proof of commitment or fidelity for those who are married.  Too many times the sex act is 
misinterpreted or allowed an undeserved prominence in both dating and marriage. 

The irony of sex is that because it is such a powerful physical and emotional 
expression it is often employed or interpreted, either consciously or unconsciously, to be the 

interpersonal relationship between a man and a woman.  When sexual 
intercourse is intended to reaffirm genuine feelings related to safety, truthfulness, 
desirability, vulnerability, being loved, being valued, compatibility, and commitment, then 
this intimate expression can be a powerful reinforcement of the covenant of marriage.  Where 

loyalty test or an act 

Sex can be fickle.  Sex can be inconsistent.  Sex can be great.  Sex can be difficult.  Sex 
is just one aspect of the joys and challenges shared by a married couple.  Sex is an important 

dictate. 

The husband should fulfill his marital duty to his wife, and likewise the wife to her husband. The wife's 
body does not belong to her alone but also to her husband. In the same way, the husband's body does 
not belong to him alone but also to his wife. Do not deprive each other except by mutual consent …   

Day 6: Rest; don’t think about the message or the scripture; listen in the stillness 

ring binder so that you will have the 
two week series for future reference, personal study, and to share with others. 


